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BEANIES 

Winner winner chicken dinner as they say!  

A new team consisting of new to Tetrathlon (now Tetrathletes!) Tom S & Rhea S, with 

Devon TC representing the club in the Beanie Class.  

First up running, 1 and 3 quarters round the Astro pitch in a ‘pack’ of 6. First in was  

Devon, trying so hard to catch the girl up front, sadly her long legs gave her a 2 second 

lead so he came in 2nd. Next up Rhea crossed the line smiling, closely followed by Tom. 

Fabulous team spirit as we all cheered on the others in their heat. 

An hour’s break, nipping off to a local  

supermarket (love that Lidl!) to do the food 

shop led to a lot longer break due to the 

Beanbag phase falling behind schedule, but 

we finally managed to get into the hall for 

some throwing.  

Devon scored his 10 first, followed by Tom re-

cording an amazing 10 ‘shoots’ and Rhea  

closely up next.  



Overall Devon came 2nd boy & Tom 3rd & with Rhea’s fab scores the team came FIRST!  

As always, Tet is not just about the running, throwing & others to come but it is about 

making friends & seeing friends. So lovely to see a new team playing together (where do 

they find this energy!) in the hall after & Devon also enjoyed seeing a friend from  

another club that we see at the events.  

Pleased to say Tom & Rhea have asked to do another & Alex has signed them up quick!!  

Well done all & here is to next weekend at the Wylye Valley! 

Report by Katie T 



TADPOLES 

Another early Sunday rise for the Mini’s and the Tadpoles. A short trip over the bridge and 

it was time to shoot.   

The Beaufort Tadpoles team of Hector A-L,  Charle M, Rosie S and Lucy C got the ball  

rolling. Great shooting all round with  Hector taking out best boys shoot with a 920 and  

Lucy narrowly missing out on the best girls shoot with a fantastic 880.  

On to the swim where everyone scored 

800+. A fine effort by all and enough 

points to keep the team near the top of 

the leader board. 

Last but not least was the run phase.  The 

3G pitch didn’t trouble any of our runners 

and they all put in an amazing effort.  

Charlie M was going so fast he looked like 

he was being chased by a ghost. Hector, 

Rosie and Lucy all left scorch marks.  Lucy 

and Charlie both scored 868 points. Rosie 

775 and Hector 961.  Brilliant scores from 

a brilliant team. 



A top effort by all resulted in 2nd in the team competition, only 7 points behind the  

winners. 

A determined Lucy C finished 4th Individual in the girls competition.  Rosie finished 20th 

and one of the top 8 year olds in a large field. Well done.  Charlie M was 10th in the boys 

and one of the top 8 year olds.  Great effort.  Hector A-L finished first in the boys with a 

great score of 2800.  Well done everyone, a truly amazing effort And well done to all the 

parents who managed to drag themselves out of bed on a Sunday and show great support 

for all our and other competitors even without a drop of coffee on site. 

MINIS 

The Beaufort Mini’s team of Rose W,  

Laurie A-L and Evie M knew the pressure 

was on with a 3 man team.  Every score 

counts.  

Shooting first and what a start. A brave 

Rose showed great composure to shoot 

700 even after the inconsistent range 

officer wouldn’t let her retake a misfire.  

Evie shot a 760 and Laurie joined his 

younger brother in the 1000 club.  

The swim went just as well with all 3 scoring in the 900s to keep them up the top of the 

team competition. 

The momentum didn’t stop there.  Amazing runs by all three with Rose’s 910, Laurie’s 

1051 and Evie’s 889 giving them enough points for Team 1st. 

Laurie also claimed top spot in the boys competition. Rose finished 13th and Evie 10th.  

Lovely to see all the training in the pool and the shoot barn paying off.   

A fantastic effort by all and a deserved win.  Great sportsmanship too as their was some 

inconsistencies on the shoot range and a dubious time or two recorded on the run which 

were brushed off by a team who didn’t need to make a fuss. Well done all. 

Report by Matt L 



JUNIORS 

We arrived in Wales following our scenic journey past the great Tintern Abbey. Our talk on 

the way there had been what to order from the catering wagon, so we were hugely  

disappointed to find when we arrived that it had not turned up…my Dad especially! This 

meant great trade for the nearby Lidl from all the hungry competitors!! 

The shoot was already running 30 minutes behind but we all shot well, with my shoot  

ending up the best shoot at 940. Xav shot a great 840. 

In the swim we all again did very well and each of us swam over 7 lengths.  

Finally the run where again as a team we were strong, Xav raced round for best run (he 

didn’t run in his bright pink crocs!) 

Report by Jack R 



The hold up at the shoot made things tricky for Emily, who had to race straight from her 

shoot to her swim. Emily shot an amazing 920 which put her into the lead for the girls. I 

was pleased with my score of 860 because it was only my second one handed shoot at 

competition and I was the youngest competitor.  

In the swim Emily and I were extremely close, with only a couple of metres between us 

and we were both very happy with our distances. 

Finally the run and Emily did amazingly and got best girls run. We were brilliantly cheered 

on by Rosie and Rhea who stayed to watch. They still had lots of energy!  

We finished mixed junior team 1st and in that mixed team Jack was 1st, Emily 2nd, Xav 

3rd and I was 5th. 

Individually we finished Jack Ind boys 1st, Emily Ind girls 1st, Xav Ind boys 2nd and me Ind 

girls 3rd. 

It was a great day with lots of friends and lots of success.  

Report by Holly R 

Congratulations to all the Beaufort Tetrathletes and their families.  To come away with 

Team wins in Beanie, Mini & Junior classes with the Tadpoles team as runners up is pretty 

stupendous. Your hard work and training is really paying off! 


